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About This Game

The latest release of Indie game House of Alice is now available on Steam! Unlike many VR games, this virtual bunny hunt
starts out in a beautiful real-looking house. You can pick up vases and candlesticks and throw them around for an exciting crash
or chase after the rabbits to collect points. Like Alice in Wonderland, this family-friendly game explores shifting perspectives

of large and small and you can jump through the looking glass for surreal adventures.

Discover a rabbit hole to uncover new scenes and characters both inside and outside the house. This game keeps expanding so if
you haven’t been in recently, it is time to go back.

House of Alice is a good family game and a great way to experience Virtual Reality in a relaxed atmosphere. I hope you enjoy it
and if you have ideas for things to add, please drop me a line.
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Title: House of Alice
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Cuddles and Snowflake
Publisher:
Cuddles and Snowflake
Release Date: 11 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8 (64 bit)

Processor: Intel i5-4590 3.3 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 980

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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I've been playing all evening, and it's a lot of fun. I love the little self-deprecating jokes scattered all over. It's like the "Lost
Skeleton of Cadavra" of the 8-bit RPG world. I really appreciate the "Auto" mode for combat -- I was never into the combats --
but for those who actually enjoy the combat mechanics, you can do that to your heart's content. I also appreciate the "optimize"
on the equipment page -- though, again, for those who enjoy the "housekeeping" stuff, have at it. (I wish there was an optimize
that would work on all your characters at the same time). You can have up to 8 in your adventuring group, though only 4 are in
action at a time.

I totally recommend this for all who love the old RPGs. I got my steam account out of mothballs just so I could play it.. It was a
realy nice first person puzzel game, with a intresting story! The puzzles where challenging and, unlike other games where the
game do the puzzel for you, you hade to think for yourself!

The muisc is spot on like the voice actors! Realy great job there.
The graphic is charming, beautiful and sometimes a bit scary, with exelent lighting!

This is not a game you just run throu and put away. This is a game you take your time, think about it, play for a bit, take a break
and the contiue. You can be done with it in a few hours but it feels longer. Exelent game!. Despite what many people say this
software is capable of making anything for RPG Maker Ace. The tools are self explanatory and very easy to use once you take
the time to familiarize yourself with the interface. You can create custom sprite sheets, characters, even animations and battle
backs. All you half to do is go into RPG Maker Ace and export the type of content you want to make and boom! instant
template. Want to make a damaged character like you see in the default sprite sheets? Make your charter, import the pose you
want and start cutting and adjusting your character to fit over the imported one and your done in ten minutes or less. Want to
mix two tile sets together without risking messing up the format? Just use the grid system to copy past what tiles you want into
the corresponding area. There is NOTHING that this can't make for RPG maker. All of the tools are there, just think outside
the box and make them work for you.. Starting off, I condsider my self a seasoned gamer playing title like fallout new vegas and
the witcher 3 and enjoying them a lot but those games are garbage in comparison of this game. The level design is unmatched
and is immersive, deep and engaging. The graphics make any game look like a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665how becasue
they are that good. The intresting charecters and fast paced gameplay and I forgot to mention the bottle mode witch is another
masterpiece in itself and deserves a review of its own. The music rivals soundtracks like hotline miami and pulp fiction. 11\/10.
it's good for simple games but no scripting. other than wasting time uninstalling newer physX and auto installing the older one.
this game trying to rewrite history based on their own imagination.
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The best game I have ever played, what GTA should have been.. It has bowling! And zombies! What more could you need?!.
Short, with interesting story but only IF it was polished enough. As the boy in some school you are jumping from Akiko to
Kasumi, girls you are adoring, body and trying to figure out why it's happening. That means, you are touching yourself as both
girls, dealing with their problems (depression, bullying), giving a handjob and ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ to some guy and stuff, lol. Nothing
will surprise me since I saw more weird scenarios. Anyway, the art is rather decent, some music is playing in background but it's
nothing memorable and nothing annoying, the color of font is annoying and the H scenes aren't special. That's if you will unlock
yourself it, there is a tutorial in guide section.

On the store page, it says that this game cost 6.99 euro. It's way too much for game that can be completed in around 1-2 hours.
Maybe if there were more interesting stuff or something that would make this VN unique but sadly, there isn't anything like that
in Highschool Possession.. good game, sound and light so scary. OVERALL I GIVE THIS GAME A 3/5

This game was pretty good a little addictivve given my playing time, the thing is i feel like the time needs rebalancing, like
theres not enough timee to be sucessful at work and have a family, i wasnt spending enough time with my husband and he
divorced me, prick says i owe him a bit short of a million dollars, when i wasnt able to pay it at the time requested all of my
assets were liquidated, my savings, stock investments, and my Caatering Company that i nvested 12 years in. dont get married
datge and have kids, dont get married. hahah

pros
the game was kinda quirky, love the idea of starting your own life and becoming almost whatever you want, a cornuicopia of
self mad business, and different career paths youu could follow. having different types of housing and what you could
accomadate in certain types of housing.

cons
it was very hard to have a social life in the game, and i feel like the game doesnt have any content inbetween the end of the
week summary of (bills due, news, current events) like your boss doesnt request you to work extra shifts, or your chiildren may
get in to trouble at school, bump into old friends a random location, etc etc so once youve made money its kinda hard to keep
playing the game.. I played this game's immediate predecessor, Weird Worlds, extensively, and made the "Odd Adventures"
mod that racked up a little notoriety near the end of that game's shelf life with Shrapnel Games. As a result, I'd dare say that I
have more experience with the Infinite Space series than anyone who hasn't actually worked on the games or made a large-scale
modification of their own (Hi, sgqwonkian!)

I say that to say this: if you liked Weird Worlds, you will probably like "Sea of Stars", but the game's future will depend greatly
on how much Digital Eel has put into this game's engine. If the modding options really are "all that and the kitchen sink", SoS
should be able to have a good run... if not, it's little more than an incremental upgrade, with a few jarring changes from the
comfortable SAIS-derived interface that will disconcert both newbies and veterans.

The most obvious change is that the game is now 3D. Unfortunately SoS seems to get all the worst aspects of this change: the
ship models are not especially detailed, arguably being a downgrade from the 2D graphics in Weird Worlds. The combat is a
2.5D compromise, which retains a lot of the simplicity of the original game, but sacrifices perhaps the game's best chance of
distinguishing itself from its predecessors. The star map is fully 3D, and this is every bit as disorienting as you would expect. It's
pretty, but that's about all I can say for it; as the actual gameplay doesn't seem to differ in any way from what's provided by a 2D
starmap, it seems like a change made for the sake of change. Various fans have suggested making the starmap a 2.5D map, with
all the systems shown on a flat plane, and I can't say that I disagree with the idea; right now attempting to navigate the purple
void is downright painful, compared to the easy play that was present in the previous two games. That said, the planets and stars
look spectacular on a full screen, and the ability to freely rotate gives the player a lot of interesting views that they would have
missed in the previous games.

The combat system is very similar to the one in WW, and retains many of its flaws, while adding a couple more. I'll start by
mentioning the biggest improvement: you can now set exact paths for your ships to follow. Previously, your ship would go in a
straight line to the coordinate you directed it at; now you can do something a little more elaborate, without having to keep your
mouse over the ship.

As a tradeoff, though, It is now painfully difficult to control fighters in combat; ships don't seem to stay selected the way they
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used to. You have to drag in the direction you want the ship to go, and when you're in a fighter, that is simply not convenient...
they keep slipping out from under the mouse. The way the game is set up discourages giving fighters the precise orders that
made them so helpful in previous games in the series.

One interesting change is how the ships are deployed; in the previous game, you would pre-set a "formation" that your ships
would appear in at the start of the battle. Now, you can dynamically deploy your ships anywhere on the map at the start of the
battle, which gives you a few new tactical options that weren't available before. You also have the option of which ships to put
into the fray; if you don't want to risk your weaker vessels in a hard fight, or your fleet on a first contact mission, you don't have
to. Retreating is still cheap and easy, but your ships are now delayed for a second or two while they go into light speed, which
gives your enemies a little time to hurt you before you run.

All in all, though, the combat is not a big improvement on SAIS or WW. It retains the same problem of being largely pre-
determined after the initial ship deployment. I had mentioned in a post on the old WW mod forum that WW (and obviously, any
successors) might be better served by having a more arcadey combat engine, and this is still the case. There isn't much in the
way of tactics or ship maneuvering; most of fighting is just point your ship and shoot. For something that is such an important
part of the game, that's less than desirable. Nowadays FTL is the definitive combat experience in space Rogue-likes, and SoS
doesn't match up. The combat mechanics were decent back when SAIS first came out in the early 2000s, and tolerable in Weird
Worlds in 2007, but it's looking very dated in 2014.

There are a few enhancements to the general game. Hope's Haven Station now handles transactions in credits, which has
potential to make things very interesting for modders if the purchasing is handled as flexibly as it ought to be. The combat
simulator now allows you to customize your ships, and includes a "tech level" slider for opposing fleets. This alludes to the
possibility of having enemies that become more advanced and invent new ship classes during play, which is obviously exciting
for modders. You can buy new ships from Haven Station with your earnings, which makes losing ships less painful and allows
you to get better use of your profits from exploration.

There are also a few curious omissions in the current game. Firstly, there doesn't seem to be any option for customizing your
mission's length. Secondly, the flavor text that existed at the beginning and ending of WW is entirely missing. You no longer
return to Hope in glory to retire as the Fleet's new admiral, or get shaken down by thugs and left to rot as a funny-spore farmer;
instead, you just get a short blurb that notes you retired\/died in combat\/got eaten by a space whale\/whatever, and your score. I
suppose dedicated players will write their own narratives, but at a first glance this definitely seems to take away from the
immersion in the game. Finally, the combat simulator lacks the friend\/foe options that existed in previous versions of the game,
which makes it a little harder for someone who wants to create a multi-side grand battle. SoS is still in development, though, so
perhaps these problems will be resolved in later versions of the game.

The bottom line... do I recommend this? Like I said before, a lot of what SoS does is based on the previous games in the series.
If this was 2007, I could say that it was the best thing still going, but with new competition like FTL, other new Rogue-likes, and
a growing interest in procedural generation, I'm not sure that SoS (or WW, for that matter) is really at the head of the class in
any particular area.

That said, though, SoS has the potential to be everything that WW was, and then some. Considering that WW retailed for
something like $15-20, and this game's price seems to be capped at $10, that's something that you need to think about. The
Infinite Space games have always been at their best when modded, so if the interface's rough edges are smoothed out, and the
developers' promises of extensive modification options (presumably greater than WW's) hold true, SoS should turn out to be
well worth the expenditure. I'm giving it a qualified recommendation. Here's hoping that Digital Eel can close the deal and make
SoS into an unqualified success.
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